
new york. some storekeepers on
the east side are mitey good store-
keepers put when they get in the
sine riting bizzlnees they are purty
punk, which i seen the other day
when i was killing time over on 3d
ave.

in a movie theayter house i seen
this sine

"young children must have pa-

rents"
next, door was a barber shop it

had a sine up like this
"during alterations' patrons will be

' shaved in the back"
then i beats it on a littel further

& lamps this 1
"empty boxes, sootable for gifts"
next block i gets my glimmers op.

a clothing store what had this "sine
taking the air out in front

"these pants will look better on
your legs than on our hands"

& then i stops at a fish store to
give the

N
the onct over when a

dame trots in & says hows your fresh
salmon & the man says they is Yerry
fresh

is that so, the dame told him, the
last time i dident get no fresh sal-

mon & i want to be sure they are
fresh this time of i will go some
plase else (

o, lady, the man said, these sal-

mon is so fresh that i had to cut?
them up to keep them from jumping
at the flies

then i went back to work and got
the dickens from the boss for taking
2 hrs. for lunch- o o

Teacher Who was the first-ma- n

to use Safety First?, '.
Us

OUR OWN TRAVELOGUES
Indianapolis. This settelement,

which is known chiefly as the zenith
of middle western cultchaw, is noted,
too, because Booth Tarkington, the
novelist, actually likes to live there.
Owing to its name, most strangers
believe that Indianapolis is all there
is to Indiana, which causes shrill and
sharp yelps of anguish to emanate
from South Bend, where they make
plows; Muncie.'which is no relation
to the magazine of same or similar
name; Terry Hut, which is a regular
city with street "cars and Hectric
lights and everything, and Gary,
which is a suburb of Chicago, never
mentioned in society circles, espe-
cially around pay-da-y (in Gary, not
in society circles). Indianapolis is
the subject of this essay, but honest-l- y,

'Amaryllis; we have never been
there, so what more can we say
about it?

TWILIGHT REFLECTION
"What a beautiful sunset!"
"Yes," replied the intensely prac-

tical man. '"Isn't it fierce to see all
those colors going to waste; and my
business threatened by the shortagd
In dyestuffs?"
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